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x86, x64, ARM, Windows Kernel,
Reversing Tools, and Obfuscation John
Wiley & Sons
The Red Team Field Manual (RTFM) is a
no ﬂuﬀ, but thorough reference guide for
serious Red Team members who
routinely ﬁnd themselves on a mission
without Google or the time to scan
through a man page. The RTFM contains
the basic syntax for commonly used
Linux and Windows command line tools,
but it also encapsulates unique use
cases for powerful tools such as Python
and Windows PowerShell. The RTFM will
repeatedly save you time looking up the
hard to remember Windows nuances
such as Windows wmic and dsquery
command line tools, key registry values,
scheduled tasks syntax, startup locations
and Windows scripting. More
importantly, it should teach you some
new red team techniques.
Blue Team Handbook Hacker Playbook
This book is a practical guide to
discovering and exploiting security ﬂaws
in web applications. The authors explain
each category of vulnerability using realworld examples, screen shots and code
extracts. The book is extremely practical
in focus, and describes in detail the
steps involved in detecting and
exploiting each kind of security
weakness found within a variety of
applications such as online banking, ecommerce and other web applications.
The topics covered include bypassing
login mechanisms, injecting code,
exploiting logic ﬂaws and compromising
other users. Because every web
application is diﬀerent, attacking them
entails bringing to bear various general

principles, techniques and experience in
an imaginative way. The most successful
hackers go beyond this, and ﬁnd ways to
automate their bespoke attacks. This
handbook describes a proven
methodology that combines the virtues
of human intelligence and computerized
brute force, often with devastating
results. The authors are professional
penetration testers who have been
involved in web application security for
nearly a decade. They have presented
training courses at the Black Hat security
conferences throughout the world. Under
the alias "PortSwigger", Dafydd
developed the popular Burp Suite of web
application hack tools.
The Hacker Playbook 2 McGraw Hill
Professional
Blue Team defensive advice from the
biggest names in cybersecurity The
Tribe of Hackers team is back. This new
guide is packed with insights on blue
team issues from the biggest names in
cybersecurity. Inside, dozens of the
world’s leading Blue Team security
specialists show you how to harden
systems against real and simulated
breaches and attacks. You’ll discover the
latest strategies for blocking even the
most advanced red-team attacks and
preventing costly losses. The experts
share their hard-earned wisdom,
revealing what works and what doesn’t
in the real world of cybersecurity. Tribe
of Hackers Blue Team goes beyond the
bestselling, original Tribe of Hackers
book and delves into detail on defensive
and preventative techniques. Learn how
to grapple with the issues that hands-on
security experts and security managers
are sure to build into their blue team
exercises. Discover what it takes to get
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started building blue team skills Learn
how you can defend against physical and
technical penetration testing Understand
the techniques that advanced red
teamers use against high-value targets
Identify the most important tools to
master as a blue teamer Explore ways to
harden systems against red team
attacks Stand out from the competition
as you work to advance your
cybersecurity career Authored by
leaders in cybersecurity attack and
breach simulations, the Tribe of Hackers
series is perfect for those new to blue
team security, experienced practitioners,
and cybersecurity team leaders. Tribe of
Hackers Blue Team has the real-world
advice and practical guidance you need
to advance your information security
career and ready yourself for the blue
team defense.
Red Team Development and Operations
John Wiley & Sons
This book is the culmination of years of
experience in the information technology
and cybersecurity ﬁeld. Components of
this book have existed as rough notes,
ideas, informal and formal processes
developed and adopted by the authors
as they led and executed red team
engagements over many years. The
concepts described in this book have
been used to successfully plan, deliver,
and perform professional red team
engagements of all sizes and
complexities. Some of these concepts
were loosely documented and integrated
into red team management processes,
and much was kept as tribal knowledge.
One of the ﬁrst formal attempts to
capture this information was the SANS
SEC564 Red Team Operation and Threat
Emulation course. This ﬁrst eﬀort was an
attempt to document these ideas in a
format usable by others. The authors
have moved beyond SANS training and
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use this book to detail red team
operations in a practical guide. The
authors' goal is to provide practical
guidance to aid in the management and
execution of professional red teams. The
term 'Red Team' is often confused in the
cybersecurity space. The terms roots are
based on military concepts that have
slowly made their way into the
commercial space. Numerous
interpretations directly aﬀect the scope
and quality of today's security
engagements. This confusion has
created unnecessary diﬃculty as
organizations attempt to measure
threats from the results of quality
security assessments. You quickly
understand the complexity of red
teaming by performing a quick google
search for the deﬁnition, or better yet,
search through the numerous
interpretations and opinions posted by
security professionals on Twitter. This
book was written to provide a practical
solution to address this confusion. The
Red Team concept requires a unique
approach diﬀerent from other security
tests. It relies heavily on well-deﬁned
TTPs critical to the successful simulation
of realistic threat and adversary
techniques. Proper Red Team results are
much more than just a list of ﬂaws
identiﬁed during other security tests.
They provide a deeper understanding of
how an organization would perform
against an actual threat and determine
where a security operation's strengths
and weaknesses exist.Whether you
support a defensive or oﬀensive role in
security, understanding how Red Teams
can be used to improve defenses is
extremely valuable. Organizations spend
a great deal of time and money on the
security of their systems. It is critical to
have professionals who understand the
threat and can eﬀectively and eﬃciently
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operate their tools and techniques safely
and professionally. This book will provide
you with the real-world guidance needed
to manage and operate a professional
Red Team, conduct quality
engagements, understand the role a Red
Team plays in security operations. You
will explore Red Team concepts indepth, gain an understanding of the
fundamentals of threat emulation, and
understand tools needed you reinforce
your organization's security posture.
Metasploit CreateSpace
Essential reading for business leaders
and policymakers, an in-depth
investigation of red teaming, the
practice of inhabiting the perspective of
potential competitors to gain a strategic
advantage Red teaming. The concept is
as old as the Devil's Advocate, the
eleventh-century Vatican oﬃcial charged
with discrediting candidates for
sainthood. Today, red teams are used
widely in both the public and the private
sector by those seeking to better
understand the interests, intentions, and
capabilities of institutional rivals. In the
right circumstances, red teams can yield
impressive results, giving businesses an
edge over their competition, poking
holes in vital intelligence estimates, and
troubleshooting dangerous military
missions long before boots are on the
ground. But not all red teams are
created equal; indeed, some cause more
damage than they prevent. Drawing on a
fascinating range of case studies, Red
Team shows not only how to create and
empower red teams, but also what to do
with the information they produce. In
this vivid, deeply-informed account,
national security expert Micah Zenko
provides the deﬁnitive book on this
important strategy -- full of vital insights
for decision makers of all kinds.
Tribal Knowledge from the Best in
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Defensive Cybersecurity No Starch Press
Your ultimate guide to pentesting with
Kali Linux Kali is a popular and powerful
Linux distribution used by cybersecurity
professionals around the world.
Penetration testers must master Kali’s
varied library of tools to be eﬀective at
their work. The Kali Linux Penetration
Testing Bible is the hands-on and
methodology guide for pentesting with
Kali. You’ll discover everything you need
to know about the tools and techniques
hackers use to gain access to systems
like yours so you can erect reliable
defenses for your virtual assets. Whether
you’re new to the ﬁeld or an established
pentester, you’ll ﬁnd what you need in
this comprehensive guide. Build a
modern dockerized environment
Discover the fundamentals of the bash
language in Linux Use a variety of
eﬀective techniques to ﬁnd
vulnerabilities (OSINT, Network Scan,
and more) Analyze your ﬁndings and
identify false positives and uncover
advanced subjects, like buﬀer overﬂow,
lateral movement, and privilege
escalation Apply practical and eﬃcient
pentesting workﬂows Learn about
Modern Web Application Security Secure
SDLC Automate your penetration testing
with Python
Blue Team Handbook John Wiley & Sons
Blue Team Field Manual (BTFM) is a
Cyber Security Incident Response Guide
that aligns with the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework consisting of the ﬁve core
functions of Identify, Protect, Detect,
Respond, and Recover by providing the
tactical steps to follow and commands to
use when preparing for, working through
and recovering from a Cyber Security
Incident.
The Complete Team Field Manual No
Starch Press
The world's most infamous hacker oﬀers
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an insider's view of the low-tech threats
to high-tech security Kevin Mitnick's
exploits as a cyber-desperado and
fugitive form one of the most exhaustive
FBI manhunts in history and have
spawned dozens of articles, books, ﬁlms,
and documentaries. Since his release
from federal prison, in 1998, Mitnick has
turned his life around and established
himself as one of the most sought-after
computer security experts worldwide.
Now, in The Art of Deception, the world's
most notorious hacker gives new
meaning to the old adage, "It takes a
thief to catch a thief." Focusing on the
human factors involved with information
security, Mitnick explains why all the
ﬁrewalls and encryption protocols in the
world will never be enough to stop a
savvy grifter intent on riﬂing a corporate
database or an irate employee
determined to crash a system. With the
help of many fascinating true stories of
successful attacks on business and
government, he illustrates just how
susceptible even the most locked-down
information systems are to a slick con
artist impersonating an IRS agent.
Narrating from the points of view of both
the attacker and the victims, he explains
why each attack was so successful and
how it could have been prevented in an
engaging and highly readable style
reminiscent of a true-crime novel. And,
perhaps most importantly, Mitnick oﬀers
advice for preventing these types of
social engineering hacks through
security protocols, training programs,
and manuals that address the human
element of security.
The Hacker Playbook 3 John Wiley &
Sons
"A fantastic book for anyone looking to
learn the tools and techniques needed to
break in and stay in." --Bruce Potter,
Founder, The Shmoo Group "Very highly
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recommended whether you are a
seasoned professional or just starting
out in the security business." --Simple
Nomad, Hacker
Controlling the Human Element of
Security RtfmRed Team Field Manual
This practical, tutorial-style book uses
the Kali Linux distribution to teach Linux
basics with a focus on how hackers
would use them. Topics include Linux
command line basics, ﬁlesystems,
networking, BASH basics, package
management, logging, and the Linux
kernel and drivers. If you're getting
started along the exciting path of
hacking, cybersecurity, and pentesting,
Linux Basics for Hackers is an excellent
ﬁrst step. Using Kali Linux, an advanced
penetration testing distribution of Linux,
you'll learn the basics of using the Linux
operating system and acquire the tools
and techniques you'll need to take
control of a Linux environment. First,
you'll learn how to install Kali on a virtual
machine and get an introduction to basic
Linux concepts. Next, you'll tackle
broader Linux topics like manipulating
text, controlling ﬁle and directory
permissions, and managing user
environment variables. You'll then focus
in on foundational hacking concepts like
security and anonymity and learn
scripting skills with bash and Python.
Practical tutorials and exercises
throughout will reinforce and test your
skills as you learn how to: - Cover your
tracks by changing your network
information and manipulating the rsyslog
logging utility - Write a tool to scan for
network connections, and connect and
listen to wireless networks - Keep your
internet activity stealthy using Tor,
proxy servers, VPNs, and encrypted
email - Write a bash script to scan open
ports for potential targets - Use and
abuse services like MySQL, Apache web
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server, and OpenSSH - Build your own
hacking tools, such as a remote video
spy camera and a password cracker
Hacking is complex, and there is no
single way in. Why not start at the
beginning with Linux Basics for Hackers?
Soc, Siem, and Threat Hunting Use
Cases: A Condensed Field Guide for the
Security Operations Team Packt
Publishing Ltd
Analyzing how hacks are done, so as to
stop them in thefuture Reverse
engineering is the process of analyzing
hardware orsoftware and understanding
it, without having access to the
sourcecode or design documents.
Hackers are able to reverse
engineersystems and exploit what they
ﬁnd with scary results. Now the
goodguys can use the same tools to
thwart these threats. PracticalReverse
Engineering goes under the hood of
reverse engineeringfor security analysts,
security engineers, and system
programmers,so they can learn how to
use these same processes to stop
hackersin their tracks. The book covers
x86, x64, and ARM (the ﬁrst book to
cover allthree); Windows kernel-mode
code rootkits and drivers; virtualmachine
protection techniques; and much more.
Best of all, itoﬀers a systematic
approach to the material, with plenty
ofhands-on exercises and real-world
examples. Oﬀers a systematic approach
to understanding reverseengineering,
with hands-on exercises and real-world
examples Covers x86, x64, and
advanced RISC machine (ARM)
architecturesas well as deobfuscation
and virtual machine
protectiontechniques Provides special
coverage of Windows kernel-mode
code(rootkits/drivers), a topic not often
covered elsewhere, andexplains how to
analyze drivers step by step Demystiﬁes
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topics that have a steep learning curve
Includes a bonus chapter on reverse
engineering tools Practical Reverse
Engineering: Using x86, x64, ARM,
WindowsKernel, and Reversing Tools
provides crucial, up-to-dateguidance for
a broad range of IT professionals.
Cybersecurity Attacks – Red Team
Strategies John Wiley & Sons
Fully-updated for Python 3, the second
edition of this worldwide bestseller (over
100,000 copies sold) explores the
stealthier side of programming and
brings you all new strategies for your
hacking projects. When it comes to
creating powerful and eﬀective hacking
tools, Python is the language of choice
for most security analysts. In Black Hat
Python, 2nd Edition, you’ll explore the
darker side of Python’s
capabilities—writing network sniﬀers,
stealing email credentials, brute forcing
directories, crafting mutation fuzzers,
infecting virtual machines, creating
stealthy trojans, and more. The second
edition of this bestselling hacking book
contains code updated for the latest
version of Python 3, as well as new
techniques that reﬂect current industry
best practices. You’ll also ﬁnd expanded
explanations of Python libraries such as
ctypes, struct, lxml, and BeautifulSoup,
and dig deeper into strategies, from
splitting bytes to leveraging computervision libraries, that you can apply to
future hacking projects. You’ll learn how
to: • Create a trojan command-andcontrol using GitHub • Detect
sandboxing and automate common
malware tasks, like keylogging and
screenshotting • Escalate Windows
privileges with creative process control •
Use oﬀensive memory forensics tricks to
retrieve password hashes and inject
shellcode into a virtual machine • Extend
the popular Burp Suite web-hacking tool
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• Abuse Windows COM automation to
perform a man-in-the-browser attack •
Exﬁltrate data from a network most
sneakily When it comes to oﬀensive
security, your ability to create powerful
tools on the ﬂy is indispensable. Learn
how with the second edition of Black Hat
Python. New to this edition: All Python
code has been updated to cover Python
3 and includes updated libraries used in
current Python applications. Additionally,
there are more in-depth explanations of
the code and the programming
techniques have been updated to
current, common tactics. Examples of
new material that you'll learn include
how to sniﬀ network traﬃc, evade antivirus software, brute-force web
applications, and set up a commandand-control (C2) system using GitHub.
Field Manual Mk1-MOD1 Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Want Red Team oﬀensive advice from
the biggest cybersecurity names in the
industry? Join our tribe. The Tribe of
Hackers team is back with a new guide
packed with insights from dozens of the
world’s leading Red Team security
specialists. With their deep knowledge of
system vulnerabilities and innovative
solutions for correcting security ﬂaws,
Red Team hackers are in high demand.
Tribe of Hackers Red Team: Tribal
Knowledge from the Best in Oﬀensive
Cybersecurity takes the valuable lessons
and popular interview format from the
original Tribe of Hackers and dives
deeper into the world of Red Team
security with expert perspectives on
issues like penetration testing and
ethical hacking. This unique guide
includes inspiring interviews from
inﬂuential security specialists, including
David Kennedy, Rob Fuller, Jayson E.
Street, and Georgia Weidman, who share
their real-world learnings on everything
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from Red Team tools and tactics to
careers and communication,
presentation strategies, legal concerns,
and more Learn what it takes to secure a
Red Team job and to stand out from
other candidates Discover how to hone
your hacking skills while staying on the
right side of the law Get tips for
collaborating on documentation and
reporting Explore ways to garner support
from leadership on your security
proposals Identify the most important
control to prevent compromising your
network Uncover the latest tools for Red
Team oﬀensive security Whether you’re
new to Red Team security, an
experienced practitioner, or ready to
lead your own team, Tribe of Hackers
Red Team has the real-world advice and
practical guidance you need to advance
your information security career and
ready yourself for the Red Team
oﬀensive.
Discipline Equals Freedom
Independently Published
Develop your red team skills by learning
essential foundational tactics,
techniques, and procedures, and boost
the overall security posture of your
organization by leveraging the homeﬁeld
advantage Key Features Build, manage,
and measure an oﬀensive red team
program Leverage the homeﬁeld
advantage to stay ahead of your
adversaries Understand core adversarial
tactics and techniques, and protect
pentesters and pentesting assets Book
Description It's now more important than
ever for organizations to be ready to
detect and respond to security events
and breaches. Preventive measures
alone are not enough for dealing with
adversaries. A well-rounded prevention,
detection, and response program is
required. This book will guide you
through the stages of building a red
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team program, including strategies and
homeﬁeld advantage opportunities to
boost security. The book starts by
guiding you through establishing,
managing, and measuring a red team
program, including eﬀective ways for
sharing results and ﬁndings to raise
awareness. Gradually, you'll learn about
progressive operations such as
cryptocurrency mining, focused privacy
testing, targeting telemetry, and even
blue team tooling. Later, you'll discover
knowledge graphs and how to build
them, then become well-versed with
basic to advanced techniques related to
hunting for credentials, and learn to
automate Microsoft Oﬃce and browsers
to your advantage. Finally, you'll get to
grips with protecting assets using
decoys, auditing, and alerting with
examples for major operating systems.
By the end of this book, you'll have
learned how to build, manage, and
measure a red team program eﬀectively
and be well-versed with the fundamental
operational techniques required to
enhance your existing skills. What you
will learn Understand the risks
associated with security breaches
Implement strategies for building an
eﬀective penetration testing team Map
out the homeﬁeld using knowledge
graphs Hunt credentials using indexing
and other practical techniques Gain blue
team tooling insights to enhance your
red team skills Communicate results and
inﬂuence decision makers with
appropriate data Who this book is for
This is one of the few detailed
cybersecurity books for penetration
testers, cybersecurity analysts, security
leaders and strategists, as well as red
team members and chief information
security oﬃcers (CISOs) looking to
secure their organizations from
adversaries. The program management
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part of this book will also be useful for
beginners in the cybersecurity domain.
To get the most out of this book, some
penetration testing experience, and
software engineering and debugging
skills are necessary.
Practical Guide to Penetration Testing
Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
A reference manual for Linux that has
descriptions of core functions and and
has command line tools, with popular
applications such as docker and kubectl
PTFM oshean collins
JUMPSTART YOUR NEW AND EXCITING
CAREER AS A PENETRATION TESTER The
Pentester BluePrint: Your Guide to Being
a Pentester oﬀers readers a chance to
delve deeply into the world of the
ethical, or "white-hat" hacker.
Accomplished pentester and author
Phillip L. Wylie and cybersecurity
researcher Kim Crawley walk you
through the basic and advanced topics
necessary to understand how to make a
career out of ﬁnding vulnerabilities in
systems, networks, and applications.
You'll learn about the role of a
penetration tester, what a pentest
involves, and the prerequisite knowledge
you'll need to start the educational
journey of becoming a pentester.
Discover how to develop a plan by
assessing your current skillset and
ﬁnding a starting place to begin growing
your knowledge and skills. Finally, ﬁnd
out how to become employed as a
pentester by using social media,
networking strategies, and community
involvement. Perfect for IT workers and
entry-level information security
professionals, The Pentester BluePrint
also belongs on the bookshelves of
anyone seeking to transition to the
exciting and in-demand ﬁeld of
penetration testing. Written in a highly
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approachable and accessible style, The
Pentester BluePrint avoids unnecessarily
technical lingo in favor of concrete
advice and practical strategies to help
you get your start in pentesting. This
book will teach you: The foundations of
pentesting, including basic IT skills like
operating systems, networking, and
security systems The development of
hacking skills and a hacker mindset
Where to ﬁnd educational options,
including college and university classes,
security training providers, volunteer
work, and self-study Which certiﬁcations
and degrees are most useful for gaining
employment as a pentester How to get
experience in the pentesting ﬁeld,
including labs, CTFs, and bug bounties
A Field Guide to Web Hacking
Independently Published
RtfmRed Team Field ManualCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Discovering and Exploiting Security
Flaws John Wiley & Sons
Blue Team Handbook: SOC, SIEM, and
Threat Hunting Use Cases provides the
security practitioner with numerous ﬁeld
notes on building a security operations
team and mining data sources to get the
maximum amount of information out of
them with a threat hunting approach.
The author shares his ﬁfteen years of
experience with SIEMs and security
operations after implementing ﬁve major
platforms, integrating over one hundred
data sources into various platforms, and
running a MSSP practice.This book
covers the topics below using a "zero
ﬂuﬀ" approach as if you hired him as a
security consultant and were sitting
across the table with him (or her). Topics
covered include:* The book begins with a
discussion for professionals to help them
build a successful business case and a
project plan, and deciding on SOC tier
models. There is also a list of tough
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questions you need to consider when
proposing a SOC, as well as a discussion
of layered operating models. * It then
goes through numerous data sources
that feed a SOC and SIEM and provides
speciﬁc guidance on how to use those
data sources. Most of the examples
presented were implemented in one
organization or another. These uses
cases explain how to use a SIEM and
how to use the data coming into the
platform, a question that is poorly
answered by many vendors.* An
inventory of Security Operations Center
(SOC) Services.* Several business
concepts are also introduced, because
they are often overlooked by IT: value
chain, PESTL, and SWOT. * Metrics.* SOC
staﬀ onboarding, training topics, and
desirable skills. Along these lines, there
is a chapter on a day in the life of a SOC
analyst. * Maturity analysis for the SOC
and the log management program. *
Applying a Threat Hunt mindset to the
SOC. * A full use case template that was
used within two major Fortune 500
companies, and is in active use by one
major SIEM vendor, along with a
complete example of how to build a SOC
and SIEM focused use case. You can see
the corresponding discussion on
YouTube - search for the 2017 Security
Onion conference. * Critical topics in
deploying SIEM based on experience
deploying ﬁve diﬀerent technical
platforms for nineteen diﬀerent
organizations in education, nonproﬁt,
and commercial enterprises from 160 to
30,000 personnel. * Understanding why
SIEM deployments fail with actionable
compensators. * Real life experiences
getting data into SIEM platforms and the
considerations for the many diﬀerent
ways to provide data. * Issues relating to
time, time management, and time
zones. * Critical factors in log
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management, network security
monitoring, continuous monitoring, and
security architecture related directly to
SOC and SIEM.* A table of useful TCP
and UDP port numbers.This is the second
book in the Blue Team Handbook Series.
Volume One, focused on incident
response, has over 32,000 copies in print
and has a 4.5/5.0 review rating!
Hash Crack CreateSpace
Back for the third season, The Hacker
Playbook 3 (THP3) takes your oﬀensive
game to the pro tier. With a combination
of new strategies, attacks, exploits, tips
and tricks, you will be able to put
yourself in the center of the action
toward victory. The main purpose of this
book is to answer questions as to why
things are still broken. For instance, with
all the diﬀerent security products, secure
code reviews, defense in depth, and
penetration testing requirements, how
are we still seeing massive security
breaches happening to major
corporations and governments? The real
question we need to ask ourselves is, are
all the safeguards we are putting in
place working? This is what The Hacker
Playbook 3 - Red Team Edition is all
about. By now, we are all familiar with
penetration testing, but what exactly is a
Red Team? Red Teams simulate realworld, advanced attacks to test how well
your organization's defensive teams
respond if you were breached. They ﬁnd
the answers to questions like: Do your
incident response teams have the right
tools, skill sets, and people to detect and
mitigate these attacks? How long would
it take them to perform these tasks and
is it adequate? This is where you, as a
Red Teamer, come in to accurately test
and validate the overall security
program. THP3 will take your oﬀensive
hacking skills, thought processes, and
attack paths to the next level. This book
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focuses on real-world campaigns and
attacks, exposing you to diﬀerent initial
entry points, exploitation, custom
malware, persistence, and lateral
movement--all without getting caught!
This heavily lab-based book will include
multiple Virtual Machines, testing
environments, and custom THP tools. So
grab your helmet and let's go break
things! For more information, visit http:
//thehackerplaybook.com/about/.
Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's
Handbook, Fifth Edition John Wiley &
Sons
A practical handbook to cybersecurity for
both tech and non-tech professionals As
reports of major data breaches ﬁll the
headlines, it has become impossible for
any business, large or small, to ignore
the importance of cybersecurity. Most
books on the subject, however, are
either too specialized for the nontechnical professional or too general for
positions in the IT trenches. Thanks to
author Nadean Tanner’s wide array of
experience from teaching at a University
to working for the Department of
Defense, the Cybersecurity Blue Team
Toolkit strikes the perfect balance of
substantive and accessible, making it
equally useful to those in IT or
management positions across a variety
of industries. This handy guide takes a
simple and strategic look at best
practices and tools available to both
cybersecurity management and handson professionals, whether they be new to
the ﬁeld or looking to expand their
expertise. Tanner gives comprehensive
coverage to such crucial topics as
security assessment and conﬁguration,
strategies for protection and defense,
oﬀensive measures, and remediation
while aligning the concept with the right
tool using the CIS Controls version 7 as a
guide. Readers will learn why and how to
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use fundamental open source and free
tools such as ping, tracert, PuTTY,
pathping, sysinternals, NMAP, OpenVAS,
Nexpose Community, OSSEC, Hamachi,
InSSIDer, Nexpose Community,
Wireshark, Solarwinds Kiwi Syslog
Server, Metasploit, Burp, Clonezilla and
many more. Up-to-date and practical
cybersecurity instruction, applicable to
both management and technical
positions • Straightforward explanations
of the theory behind cybersecurity best
practices • Designed to be an easily
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navigated tool for daily use • Includes
training appendix on Linux, how to build
a virtual lab and glossary of key terms
The Cybersecurity Blue Team Toolkit is
an excellent resource for anyone
working in digital policy as well as IT
security professionals, technical
analysts, program managers, and Chief
Information and Technology Oﬃcers.
This is one handbook that won’t gather
dust on the shelf, but remain a valuable
reference at any career level, from
student to executive.
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